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DEAR STUDENTS, PARENTS AND FRIENDS:
We hope each of you has had a fabulous  summer!  A new school year is approaching and as the summer comes 
to a close we are working hard to enrich our students’ learning experience and prepare for the next term.  
Please call your teachers to sign up for the Fall Term, update your information, and work out class times.

We are happy to present MUSIC NEWS, a monthly newsletter that will notify our students and parents of the 
studio’s  latest announcements  and events.  It will be handed out to our students, e-mailed to parents, and 
published on our website: www.brambletonpiano.com so we hope you enjoy it! Take care and practice hard :)

TUITION RATES FOR THE 2011-2012 SCHOOL YEAR
For the last 3 years, Brambleton Piano Studio has charged the same rate for lessons in spite of increasing 
expenses  and rising wages of competing piano instructors.  In order to continue providing our students with 
exceptional piano instruction, we are enacting an across-the-board $5 price increase starting September 1st, 
2011. 

A summary of our new rates is  located below. Should you have any questions, please contact us.  Thank you for 
understanding that this price increase means that we can continue to maintain the superior standard of piano 
lessons and services for the coming school year. 

LESSON DURATION STUDENT LEVEL PRICE PER LESSON MONTHLY TUITION

30 minutes Beginner $30 $120

45 minutes Beginner-Intermediate $45 $180

60 minutes Begin-Interm-Advanced $55 $220

75 minutes Advanced $70 $280

MUSIC AWARDS: RIBBONS & TROPHIES
Brambleton Piano Studio’s achievement awards  are meant to encourage growth, dedication, achievement, 
persistence, and hard work in the art of learning to play the piano.   Our goal is not to try to create concert 
pianists, but to help students learn, play, and appreciate classical music for the rest of their lives.   We believe 
that most things that are worth doing take time to learn and can take a lifetime to achieve at an expert level. We 
consider all students in our piano studio to be above average in some capacity, so we will reward every student 
with a ribbon that highlights their strengths.       (Continued on Page 2)
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Furthermore, because we believe that there are many 
life lessons  to be learned in conjunction with piano 
lessons, we have crafted a trophies system to reflect a 
few of these thoughts:

Not many people receive every job that they apply for.  
There is  a process of application and growth.   Maybe 
you don’t get the job, but the important thing is  that 
you don’t give up and keep trying to get that job, or a 
better job!

Learning piano is  similar to this  thought.  It is not an 
instant-gratification hobby, it requires  discipline, time, 
and daily effort to be successful.  Therefore, several 
trophies will be awarded to those students  that have 
shown exceptional progress in certain areas. 

The awards ceremony will  be held at  the end of 
our next recital (Winter Recital, 2011).  As teachers, 
we feel that it is our job to help each student be the 
best that they can be in their musical, academic and 
personal lives.  We look forward to our student’s 
future growth and the prizes they will receive for their 
achievements!

While every student will  receive a ribbon during 
our next recital, some dedicated students will also 
receive the trophies listed below:

Virtuous Agility and Technique

Passionate Performer

Master Composer

Expert Theorist

Most Diligent Pianist

Rising Star

Most Well Rounded

* Please note: Because our trophies are awarded based on 
progress and achievement over a long period of time, the 
student must have been a part of the studio for a minimum 
of 6 months (by the time of the recital) to be eligible.

STUDIO POLICY REMINDER 
We would like to remind our students  and parents 
about several important studio policies:

1) Please be prompt when arriving at your scheduled 
lesson time, neither early nor late.  Arriving before the 
time the lesson is scheduled to begin interrupts the 
previous student.  Leaving your lesson late interrupts 
the following student.  We also do not extend lesson 
times for students who arrive late.

2) Please avoid ringing the doorbell.  We will be at the 
door at the time of your class.  

3) If a student has  to cancel a lesson, this must be 
done at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled time.  
The lesson can be cancelled on the same day of the 
scheduled time only if the student is sick.  We cannot 
schedule make up classes for absences that are not 
called in, and tuition cannot be refunded for those 
lessons.  

4) Tuition is due during the FIRST CLASS OF THE 
MONTH. Late payments  may incur a fee of $25 per 
child.

5) Please refrain from having conversations  within the 
studio during lesson times, seeing as these distract 
our students.  Similarly, if a parent, friend or family 
member is watching a lesson they must do so quietly.

6) Finally, we ask that you avoid parking directly in 
front of the studio as a courtesy to our neighbors, and 
instead park on the other side of the street. Thank 
you!


